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Abstract—The rapidly emerging technology of Web services
paves a new cost-effective way of engineering software to quickly
develop and deploy Web applications by dynamically integrating
other independently developed Web-service components to conduct new business transactions. This paper reports our efforts on
designing and developing a Web service of pass-through authentication (PTA) for 12 online electronic-payment Web applications.
In accordance with how a PTA service is developed and integrated
with a corresponding back-end e-payment system, our strategies
can be categorized in three stages: end-to-end integration stage,
Web-services-enabled stage, and Web-services-oriented stage.
Derived from real-world industrial experience, this three-stage
pathway can be applied to a broad range of Web-application
development projects to guide smooth transformation from a
specific application-oriented design and development model toward a reusable Web-services-oriented model. Furthermore,
this paper contributes to an engineering process that leads to practical Web-services-oriented software development. New research
issues revealed by this project are also reported.
Index Terms—Architecture, case study, software-application
development, Web-services deployment.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE DEVELOPMENT of Web applications can be quite
complex, costly, and time-consuming [10], due to their
unique features such as complicated business logic, high interactivity, requests of quick delivery, high-quality requirements,
and ambiguous requirements at the start. In order to increase
the productivity and quality of Web-application development,
Web engineering has emerged as a peculiar research area that
contributes to manage the diversity and complexity of the Webapplication development process [13]. Its essential goal is to
provide systematic, disciplined, and quantifiable approaches
to assist the design, development, and maintenance of Web
applications [8].
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In recent years, the rapidly emerging concept of Web services
has been gathering significant academic and industrial momentum, as it has been changing the Internet from a repository of
data into a repository of services. A Web service itself is a
programmable Web application that is universally accessible
through standard Internet protocols [9]. It is normally selfcontained with well-defined interfaces with no compulsory
deployment. This paradigm of Web services paves a new costeffective way of engineering Web applications by integrating
other independently developed Web-service components. As a
result, numerous software organizations are going through a
transformation of their engineering models, aiming at achieving
faster and cheaper Web development.
In a Web-services-based Web-application development, two
essential issues need to be tackled: 1) how to design and
develop a new application utilizing available Web services as
components and 2) how to build a reusable application that
exposes part or all of its functionalities as Web services. This
paper describes the process of creating an architectural model
as a solution to these two issues at a software consulting firm.
As a case study, we report on a project aiming at constructing
a Web service of pass-through authentication (PTA) to support
online-payment (electronic payment, e-payment) applications.
It is the first step toward a comprehensive Web service of online
e-payment. Currently, such a PTA service acts as a Web service
to support our multiple e-payment deployments with three
major functionalities: 1) providing a PTA service; 2) allowing
a client administrator to register and update authentication
criteria; and 3) functioning as a Web-service front-end to our
e-payment back-end servers. This paper examines how our
Web-services-based service-oriented architecture (SOA) was
formed through this project and how it has benefited the corresponding Web-application development.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We will
first analyze the project domain and project requirements, as
well as research questions. After closely examining the case
study, we will present how an architectural model is extracted to
facilitate Web-services-oriented Web-application development
and its impact. Then, we will analyze the case study and discuss
related work. Finally, we will draw conclusions.
II. C ASE -S TUDY C ONTEXT
We will first describe the context in which the case study
was performed. Our e-payment system is an online-paymentprocessing application. Contrasted with PayPal [50] as a known
Web-services-based payment system serving generic purposes,
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Fig. 1. Original e-payment system deployment.

our e-payment system focuses on providing a customizable
and comprehensive payment facility, which can be plugged
into existing Web applications as an integral part. For example, our e-payment system supports more comprehensive
payment methods. The payment methods that PayPal allows
are as follows: PayPal balance, PayPal buyer credit line,
PayPal plus credit card, debit card, or confirmed bank account. Our e-payment system generally allows payment credit
card, debit card, personal and business check, money order,
and so on. Another example is that our e-payment system
for a particular organization may possess very specific features, e.g., supporting a specific-transaction report format and
schedule.
Our e-payment system typically contains two modes: synchronous or asynchronous, meaning that it can perform both
real-time and batched payment transactions. The application handles credit-card payment, e-check payment, accountreceivable updates, payment processing and reconciliation, bill
presentment and payment-history presentation, and so on. As
a project conducted at a Web-software-consulting firm, the epayment system was originally designed as a stand-alone Web
application that can be customized and deployed at different
organizations.
Fig. 1 illustrates the overall design and distribution of the
e-payment application over organizations. Based on different
deployment expenses, two options are provided to organizations. The first one is called an enterprise style, meaning that
an e-payment system is deployed at a server machine hosted at
an organization site, as shown in Fig. 1 for Organization #1. The
organization needs to maintain the server, and the deployment
fee is paid up once for all at the deployment time. The second option is a so-called Application Service Provider (ASP)
style [37], [46]. An e-payment system for an organization is
hosted at a central server place, which is normally a dedicated
third-party Web-hosting place. In Fig. 1, Organizations #2, #3,
and #4 adopt this latter style; the e-payment systems serving
different organizations reside on different physical server machines. Note that these e-payment systems may reside on the
same physical machine, each on a different application-server
instance, such as a Macromedia JRun server [17] instance. Different e-payment servers are isolated applications even though
they reside at the same machine. Through this deployment

option, maintenance and host fees are paid on a monthly
basis. It is known that the ASP model is shifting businesses
from buying software products to renting services [37]. In our
experience, most organizations did adopt the second option.
Although, in the long run, organizations spend more money,
they benefit from no resource consumption on maintenance and
easier future upgrade of the e-payment systems. In either option, users of each organization are required to access the login
page of the corresponding deployed e-payment system before
utilizing the application. Normally, an organization embeds a
link in its own Web site to point to its corresponding e-payment
server site.
As we continued to deploy e-payment applications for more
organizations, this original design reveals several integration
issues. First, a user uses different sets of login IDs and passwords to access the e-payment application and the original
Web site of the organization, respectively. We could permit the
users to access the e-payment application if we prestore all user
information of the organizations. However, it means that the
organizations have to transfer batch files with sensitive information, such as user names and passwords. The process apparently
exposes a potential security problem. This issue becomes more
severe if an organization adopts the ASP model, since the
sensitive information needs to be conveyed through the public
Internet to the central-server place. Second, this design forces
users to go through the Web pages of the e-payment systems
to utilize any functionality of the application, which may not
be so desirable sometimes. For example, an organization may
wish to utilize the e-payment system to process a transaction
without walking through any Web pages. In other words, it is
expected that the transactional information is conveyed to the
e-payment system over the Internet through a hypertexttransfer-protocol (HTTP) request, and the result code is passed
back through an HTTP response. This scenario requires that our
e-payment system expose some functionality for direct access.
Without any doubt, our e-payment system must have a means
to verify whether the transaction is originated from the sites of
specific trusted organizations.
A. PTA Service
As a result, we realized the necessity of PTA in our
e-payment application. PTA or so-called single sign on is not
a new concept. Instead, it has been widely utilized in network
computing to enable users to logon to the network and access
resources from computers or domains where they have no
accounts [26]. In this project, we refer PTA to a transitive trustauthentication process, which allows users to be seamlessly
authenticated into the e-payment system from another trusted
secure Web site, without visiting any e-payment login page.
The PTA process can convey either already authenticated users
or detailed payment information to an e-payment system.
Since our e-payment system is usually integrated into organizations’ Web sites as a dedicated online-payment-processing
engine, the PTA offers several significant advantages. First,
users who signed on to the original Web sites will automatically
obtain the access to the e-payment applications. Definitely,
a technique is required to synchronize the user information
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stored in the e-payment systems with the original organization
sites. Second, the e-payment system can be plugged into a
legacy system of an organization as a third-party component
to process real-time payment transactions if so desired. Third,
organizations have more flexibility to choose to adopt either a
stand-alone e-payment system or a plug-in e-payment service,
or both under different circumstances. Fourth, PTA facilitates
the scheme of e-payment applications to shift to an ultimate
ASP model, where a central e-payment server handles onlinepayment transactions for different organizations. Comparing
to the ultimate ASP model, the current ASP model should be
adjustably called a semi-ASP model, as it actually provides a
central hosting for all independent e-payment servers. Fifth,
delivering access to the e-payment service in the ASP manner
allows small to medium enterprises to eliminate the time and
costs associated with the customization, installment, deployment, maintenance, and management of their own e-payment
applications. Sixth, no data integration and synchronization
is needed between the e-payment systems and the original
organization systems, since our e-payment systems only need
to verify that a request is originated from a trustworthy source
(organization). Therefore, we conclude that PTA is the first step
for the e-payment application toward a universally accessible
Web service.
The PTA is implemented by a process, where an e-payment
system evaluates a secure HTTP/HTTPS request sent by an
organization. Two categories of data are conveyed by each
HTTPS request string: data information and validation information. The former contains a list of (name, value) pairs, and the
latter uses standard encryption techniques (e.g., Message Digest
5 [21] or Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA1) [32]) to comprise
hash data and timestamps.
As more organizations request for the PTA function, including the organizations with e-payment systems already
deployed, we decided to start a project aiming to construct
PTA Web services. The goal of this project is twofold: one
is to integrate a PTA service into each deployed legacy epayment application and the other is to design a reusable PTA
Web service so that it will become an integral part of future
e-payment applications.
The empirical study reported in this paper is a case study,
which was designed at the beginning of the project. This case
study intends to investigate how the concept of Web services
can benefit the design of our PTA service and e-payment
applications and how to transform from an application-oriented
architecture toward a Web-services-based SOA. It should be
noted that this paper does not discuss service-interface descriptions, resolutions, and binding, such as syntax checking, semantics understanding, and automatic tools for service
searching, matching, and binding. We realize that componentinterface design is one critical yet difficult aspect in servicesbased software development; this paper only focuses on the
architectural model of a services-oriented system.
B. Research Questions
At the beginning of the project, we identified three specific
research questions as follows: 1) How will the project benefit
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Fig. 2. Stage 1: End-to-end integration to legacy e-payment system.

from the concept of Web services? We planned to analyze
the problems and issues that challenge us in designing a PTA
function and examine whether the concept of Web services provides sufficient solutions to these problems. 2) Is a new Webservices-based SOA needed? We planned to explore whether
we need a new Web-services-based SOA model to facilitate the
PTA-service development. 3) How can an application-oriented
architecture be migrated to a Web-services-based SOA? We
planned to explore a pathway of transforming to a Webservices-based SOA, if there is one.
III. C ASE S TUDY
In this section, we will report our case study through the
project. In accordance with how a PTA service is developed and
integrated with an e-payment system, the project can be divided
into three stages: 1) end-to-end-integration stage; 2) Webservices-enabled stage; and 3) Web-services-oriented stage. We
will discuss each stage in detail. For clarification, when we
use the term “service,” we simply mean a function. If a Web
component is developed into a Web service, we will use the
term “Web service” explicitly. Similar to testing common Web
applications, we used a popular unit test tool called JUnit [18]
to create test cases.
Stage 1—End-to-End Integration: Due to the nature of the
signed business contracts, the goal of our first stage of the
project was to develop PTA functions and add them to legacy
e-payment systems. The tasks were in a fixed-rate manner with
urgent fixed time frames. Furthermore, at that time, there was
only one architect available with several junior-level developers and quality-assurance (QA) people, so that there was not
enough time to perform an overall design. As a result, for the
first such customer, we implemented the PTA algorithm and
integrated it into the original e-payment system. The redeployed
integrated e-payment system thus became a customized selfcontained application, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The issues of
this strategy are apparent: The reusability and extensibility of
the PTA part were low, because the code was mixed with
the e-payment system and the interfaces between them were
not well defined. However, we gained the initial experience of
implementing a PTA function. Furthermore, some code pieces
in this PTA function could be reused in later development. In
addition, keeping in mind that our ultimate goal was to build
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a generic PTA Web service, we intentionally emphasized clear
low-level application-programming interfaces (APIs) when we
implemented the PTA function. The first task was finished in
two months by one architect together with one junior developer
and one QA resource, including requirement elicitation.
The second engagement is similar to the first one, which goal
is to add the PTA service to another legacy e-payment system.
At the time, more resources were assigned to participate in
the engagement in order to redesign the architecture. However,
because of lacking of Web-services experience and tight project
deadline, we still did not adopt the concept of Web services for
the engagement. Instead, by understanding that a Web service
is, in fact, a Web component [9] and the paradigm of Web services intends to facilitate component engineering, we decided
to construct a PTA-service component, while spending time
learning Web-services technology. In the corresponding design,
the original e-payment system acts as a back-end supporting
system for the PTA-service component, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
The PTA-service component serves as the gate of the backend e-payment application, replacing the original login process.
With the new design, instead of embedding a uniform resource
locator (URL) in the Web site of the organization to simply
redirect it to the login page of the e-payment system, the
organization generates an HTTPS request and sends it to the
PTA-service component. There are two scenarios that an organization may request services from the PTA component: one
is to pass through user credential authentication and the other
one is to pass through transaction authentication. To match
the two scenarios, the PTA-service component consists of two
functional subcomponents: a PTA-user component and a PTAtransaction component, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). Based on the
incoming HTTPS requests, the PTA-service component will
decide which subcomponent it will invoke.
In more detail, the first scenario is while a user, who has already been authenticated by the organization, wants to visit the
e-Payment system. In this case, the organization will generate
an HTTPS request including the user credential and send it to
the PTA service component. The format of the HTTPS request
is as follows:
https://epayment.com/organization/payer.do?userId=99
9999&timestamp=949924800&hash=b14ac94d2960e53d
bb2f061b236d7a0a
Shown above is a simplified request that includes user credential: a user identification number. The timestamp and the
hash value help to validate that the user has been authenticated
by the organization. When the PTA-service component receives
an HTTPS request as above, the PTA-user-service subcomponent will be invoked. The PTA user service will authenticate
the user-identification information and use the user ID passed
to load the user’s personal information from the database and
direct the user to the e-payment personal-statement Web page.
The second scenario is that the organization wants to pass
through a payment transaction for processing. The format of
the HTTPS request is as follows:
https://epayment.com/organization/payer.do?userId=99
9999&accountId=0011789&cardType=3&cardNumber=

6011001190119900&amount=100.00&timestamp=94992
4800&hash=b14ac94d2960e53dbb2f061b236d7a0a
Shown above is a simplified request that includes information of a payment transaction: a user-identification number, an
account ID, a credit-card type, a credit-card number, and a
payment amount. The timestamp and the hash value help to validate that the user has been authenticated by the organization.
When the PTA-service component receives an HTTPS request
as exhibited above, the PTA-transaction service subcomponent
will be invoked. The PTA transaction will authenticate the
transaction information, call the e-payment system to process
the transaction, and pass back the result information to the
organization through an HTTP response.
In either scenario, this end-to-end integration is accomplished through direct calls from the PTA-service component to
the low-level functional APIs defined in the e-payment system.
This strategy leaves the original e-payment system completely
intact. However, each such PTA-service component is tightly
coupled with the corresponding e-payment system. Since every
deployed e-payment system is different, this strategy decreases
the reusability of newly constructed PTA services. Another
issue arising from this architectural model between a PTA
component and an e-payment system is flexibility. In order to
invoke a PTA service, each client generates an HTTP request
string containing a hash value. The order of the parameter
values on which to perform the hash algorithm is imperative.
This order and the list of the parameter values are normally
predefined and hard-coded into the PTA component. As a
result, the PTA-service component cannot be easily reused for
different e-payment applications.
The second engagement was finished in one month by two
developers with one QA tester.
In this stage, from the testing perspective, testing has to be
conducted over each integrated e-payment system with the PTA
functionality. Reusability of test cases is limited.
Stage 2—Web-Services-Enabled Stage: To increase
reusability and flexibility of the PTA-service component, we
decided to construct an administration module for it. Through
the administration module, an organization can dynamically
set up or update the list of the parameter types and the order of the parameters for encryption. With the help of the
administration module, a PTA service does not have to have the
hash algorithm hard-coded any longer. In addition, the interface
between the PTA service and the administration module can
be standardized. Furthermore, the administration module is
highly reusable to all PTA services. In other words, we decided
to construct one administration module shared by multiple
PTA services. As we discussed in the section of the project
context, e-payment systems may reside at either the central
server place or at individual organizations. Therefore, this
administration module should be accessible via the Internet,
which seems to fit into the picture of Web services. As a result,
we decided to adopt the concept of Web services to implement
the administration module.
The paradigm of Web services mainly embraces three
categories of supporting facilities: communication protocols,
service descriptions, and service discovery [6], [48]. Each
category possesses its ad hoc standard, as Simple-Object
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Inside the service element, we specify one port on which
this service is accessible: PTAAdministrationRegistrationPort.
Users can register a new PTA service to the administration
Web service. The port has a unique name and a binding attribute. Our “ptaadministrationservice” can be accessed using
the SOAP.
<deﬁnitions name =  ptaadministrationservice
xmlns = http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/ >
Fig. 3.

Stage 2: Web-services-enabled stage to legacy systems.

Access Protocol (SOAP) [35], Web-Service Description Language (WSDL) [41], and Universal-Description Discovery and
Integration (UDDI) [38], respectively. The SOAP acts as a
simple and lightweight protocol for exchanging structured and
typed information among Web services. The WSDL [41] is an
XML-based description language that is used to describe the
programmatic interfaces of Web services. The UDDI provides
a mechanism to publish, register, and locate Web services.
It should be noted that, here, we adopted a narrow definition of Web services that refers to an implicit definition of
SOAP + WSDL + UDDI for the purpose of simplicity. Our
decision implies a focus on the management of stand-alone
Web services, instead of the compositions and the interactions
between multiple Web services. Therefore, we utilized SOAP,
WSDL, and UDDI in our project.
Thus, the architectural model between a PTA service and an
e-payment system was altered, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Every deployed e-payment system is wrapped with a specific PTA Web
service: e-payment system 1 with its corresponding wrapper
PTA service 1; e-payment system 2 with PTA service 2; and
e-payment system 3 with PTA service 3. Such an integrated
system is referred to as a PTA-enabled e-payment application.
The integration bus is introduced as a common communication channel for PTA-enabled e-payment applications. By
integration bus, we mean that the communication channel is
based upon SOAP message exchange, and constructed Web
service is available from the UDDI registry. In addition, a PTAadministration Web service is constructed and shared by all
PTA-enabled e-payment applications.
As shown in Fig. 3, using arrows with different notations
between PTA-services wrappers and corresponding e-payment
systems, the integrations between e-payment systems and their
PTA-service wrappers vary from each other. The individual
integrations depend on the corresponding e-payment systems.
There are distinctions between PTA-service wrappers in this
architectural model and those in the first stage. As shown in
Fig. 3, the PTA-service wrappers all exhibit the same Webservice interfaces of registry and invocation to the integration
bus. In addition, they are only accessible through the integration bus.
A simplified WSDL definition of the administration module is given as follows. A “ptaadministrationservice” Web
service is defined. Here, we declare the WSDL namespace
as the default namespace so that all elements belong to this
namespace unless they have another namespace prefix. Here,
we omitted all other namespace declarations to keep it simple.

<import namespace =

http://localhost/ptaadministration/wsdl/deﬁnitions
location =

http://localhost/ptaadministration/wsdl/ptaadministra
tionregistration.wsdl />
<binding name = PTAAdministrationBinding
type = defs:PTAAdministrationPortType>
<soap:binding style = document
transport= http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http />
<operation name = RegisterUser>
<soap:operation soapAction =

http://localhost/ptaadministration/RegisterUser>
<input>
<soap:body use = literal />
</input>
<output>
<soap:body use = literal />
</output>
</operation>
</binding>
<service name = PTAAdministrationService>
<port name = PTAAdministrationRegistrationPort
binding=  wsdlns: PTAAdministrationRegistrationBinding>
<soap:address
location= http://localhost/ptaadministration/wsdl/ptaad
ministrationregistrationservice.jsp />
</port>
</service>
</deﬁnitions>
As shown above, a WSDL document “ptaadministrationregistration.wsdl” is imported. The service also specifies the binding mechanism “PTAAdministrationBinding.” One operation is
defined: “RegisterUser,” which has one input parameter and
one output parameter.
This administration Web service intends to enable users to
adjust the authentication criteria after they are set. For example, one organization may decide to change the order of the
parameter values for encryption. With the introduction of the
administration Web service, this enforcement of the order of
the parameter values does not have to be hard-coded into the
PTA service; therefore, the reusability of PTA service is largely
improved. Meanwhile, the single administration Web service is
shared by all PTA-enabled e-payment applications through the
common integration bus; thus, new PTA-enabled e-payment applications can be plugged into the integration bus and utilize the
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Fig. 4. Stage 3: Web-services-oriented stage.

administration Web service. Therefore, the scalability of the
administration Web services is guaranteed. Considering that
the single administration Web service can become a single
point of failure, a fail-over administration Web service was
constructed in case of outages from the primary administration
Web service.
It can be seen that, in this architectural model shown in Fig. 3,
the PTA service is actually a Web-service façade attached to
existing e-payment applications. These facades reveal the same
Web-service interface over diverse e-payment legacy systems.
It can also be seen that this “Web-services-enabled stage”
is, as a matter of fact, a direct application of the wrapper
and mediator design patterns [11]. The key idea is that all epayment applications are wrapped in such a way that they are
accessible through a common interface, based upon the SOAP
and WSDL. “Encapsulating how a set of objects interact”
[11], the simple administration Web service acts as a mediator:
It communicates with all e-payment systems through their
wrappers.
In summary, at this stage, we divided the service-to-be PTA
component into two parts: an administration part and a wrapper
part. The administration part provides a capability of configuration and customization of the PTA service, while the wrapper
part provides a PTA-service template that can be configured and
customized. This stage is an intermediate step of adopting Webservices technique. While the compatibility with the emerging
Web-services standards can be claimed by the architectural
model in this stage, limited benefits are derived from such a
solution. First, each PTA-service wrapper still implements a
proprietary version of common services, such as logging in
and notifications. Second, since each PTA-service wrapper is
built on top of each individual e-payment system, the reusability
of the PTA-service wrapper remains limited. Third, no central
management of services is provided, such as monitoring and
load balancing.
We used the same strategy to construct the PTA service
for four organizations, two of which had similar e-payment
systems. Therefore, we divided them into three categories, as
shown in Fig. 3. The average development time for the first
organization of a category was one month by two developers.

The development time for the second task in the same category
was two weeks by two developers.
In this phase, each Web-service-enabled PTA service has
published interfaces that can be tested over different application implementations underneath. Adopting Ant [1] script
to automate the test process in addition to the building
process, we ran the same set of test suites of the PTA service against different e-payment systems through different
configurations.
Stage 3—Web-Services-Oriented Stage: As we accumulated
experience of building a customizable PTA Web-service component at the second stage, we were ready to construct a
PTA-service component into a stand-alone Web service. The
architectural model of the project was redesigned, as illustrated
in Fig. 4. An integration bus is still used as the common
communication channel for all applications. However, we built
a stand-alone PTA Web service that is shared by all e-payment
systems, either existing ones or future ones. As shown in Fig. 4,
a PTA Web service is constructed as a self-contained and welldefined Web service, which is accessible via the integration bus
by all e-payment systems. If needed, each e-payment system
registers itself at the PTA Web service in order to obtain PTA
services. Users are unaware of the existence of the PTA service
and only access the e-payment systems as before. When the
PTA service is needed, the corresponding e-payment system
will prepare an HTTPS request to the PTA Web service and
obtain an authentication result for further operations. As shown
in Fig. 4, a user is not aware of the existence of the PTA service.
Instead, he/she accesses an e-payment system to obtain PTA
service.
As shown in Fig. 4, published by a set of interfaces defined
in WSDL, the PTA Web service consists of three internal components: 1) a PTA-services component; 2) an administrationsupport component; and 3) a thread-management component.
The PTA-services component provides pass-through authentication functionality, such as checking incoming user and
payment-transaction credentials.
The administration-support component handles the registration of e-payment systems, as well as the configuration and
customization of the basic PTA service in according to specific
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e-payment systems. Separated from the PTA-services component, the administration-support component not only enables
clients to dynamically adjust the authentication criteria for each
specific e-payment service but also implements some common
services (e.g., notification and logging services) for the PTA
service. As shown in Fig. 4, there is only one PTA Web service
shared by all e-payment systems; therefore, all e-payments
systems have to register to the PTA Web service before utilizing
its services. Typically, the secret key of a specific organization has to be stored in the PTA Web service. Recalling the
ASP model shown in Fig. 1, most of the organizations adopt
our ASP solution, where application services are handled at
a centralized location. Our new architectural model enables
a hierarchical structure of the central server site. The PTA
service is extracted from e-payment systems and set up as an
independent Web service, which can reside on another server
machine. Thus, the credential information can be protected by a
dedicated layer.
Another critical component in the PTA Web service is a
centralized-service-management unit, which provides systemlevel utility services, such as thread management and monitoring services. In our project, we call it a “thread-management”
module, as shown in Fig. 4. Since the PTA Web service serves
multiple e-payment systems simultaneously, it is essential to
the success of the PTA Web service on how to guarantee the
synchronization of different threads of operations, together with
the load-balancing facility, to enhance performance and scalability. The service-management component can also provide
additional services, such as message-broker functions that assist translation between application-specific data formats. As a
result, this central component facilitates the applications toward
an ultimate ASP model.
As shown in Fig. 4, inside of the PTA Web service, the
PTA service acts as a container that supports multiple instances to perform load balancing. In our practice, the PTA
service is deployed onto an application server, whose clusterbased load-balancing facility supports the functionality. The
administration-support and thread-management components
are shared by all PTA-service components. Furthermore, the
administration-support and thread-management components
can each contain a primary component and a secondary component for failing over in case of outages. Such a design can
further enhance the scalability, reliability, and fault tolerance of
the PTA Web service.
As shown in Fig. 4, for new e-payment systems that require
the PTA service, we just embedded the code to access the
PTA Web service according to its interfaces defined in WSDL
(more detailed discussions about building a Web application
using Web services as components will be described in the
next section). For existing e-payment systems that need to
add the PTA service, a simple wrapper will be added, which
handles the communications with the PTA Web service via
SOAP messages. In this way, the original e-payment legacy
systems are largely intact and reused.
This architectural model offers a certain degree of extensibility and reusability for the PTA service. Several new
e-payment systems were implemented by plugging-in the integration bus and automatically reusing the PTA Web service. In
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addition, several legacy e-payment systems were successfully
plugged into the integration bus through corresponding wrappers to reuse the same PTA Web service. As we developed
and deployed various e-payment systems, either new or old,
we encountered some new requirements to the PTA service,
such as adding new notification methods after the authentication process is complete. Instead of modifying any e-payment
system, we upgraded the PTA Web service and redeployed it at
some midnight time. The changes were automatically applied
to all e-payment applications, without even known by any epayment system. While we enabled the PTA service to more
e-payment applications, we even added to the generic PTA
Web service a new authentication approach through a variant
SHAH1 [32] digital-signature approach. The original request
came from one particular organization. After we implemented
and integrated the approach into the generic PTA Web service,
this new ability became reusable to all previously registered
e-payment applications.
In summary, the major differences between the architectural
model in Fig. 4 and that in Fig. 3 are threefold. First, the
wrapper between an e-payment system and the PTA Web
service becomes very thin, meaning that it does not contain
any business logic regarding a PTA service. Instead, it acts
merely as a proxy of the remote PTA Web service for the
corresponding e-payment system, so that any e-payment system
can access the common PTA Web service in a standard manner.
Second, a stand-alone and self-contained PTA Web service is
established containing any PTA-related business logic. This
common PTA Web service can be shared and reused by any
e-payment system. Any upgrade in the common PTA Web
service can be automatically applied to all registered e-payment
systems. Third, utility modules are implemented in the PTA
Web service, such as load balancing and thread management.
These utility services can enable higher scalability of the
PTA Web service while providing better performance and
management.
We implemented the PTA service for six organizations in this
stage: three of them had legacy e-payment systems and the other
three organizations request the whole package of e-payment
system including the PTA service. It took us two months by two
developers to develop the PTA Web service. In average, each
legacy e-payment system took us one month by one developer,
to adjust the legacy e-payment system to utilize the PTA Web
service. For each of the new e-payment systems, the time, on
average, to develop the code to utilize the PTA Web service
was three weeks.
In this phase, test cases were designed against different Webservice components. The test cases were utilized and reused for
newly plugged-in components.
IV. W EB -S ERVICES -O RIENTED E NGINEERING M ODEL
After intensively implementing and deploying the 12 PTA
engagements, we did not see immediate contracts on the to-do
list. Upon predicting that more PTA engagements are forthcoming, we decided to reexamine the engineering model used in
the project. By engineering model, we mean the procedure of
constructing a new e-payment system using the published PTA
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Fig. 5. Web-services-oriented engineering and architecture.

Web service or constructing a PTA Web service. Our goal is to
construct an architectural model that can be reused to guide the
design and development process of a Web application utilizing
Web services as components.
Web-Services-Based SOA: The typical architectural model
of Web application is a three-tier model [31]: front-end,
middle tier, and back-end tier. The front-end tier manages
interface presentations and Web-page input/output; the middle tier contains business logic; and the back-end tier stores
data in databases. Using this three-tier model, considerations
and compositions of Web-service components are mainly conducted at the middle tier.
Based upon the experiences gained from the project, we
adjusted the three-tier model into a Web-services-based SOA
model, as illustrated in Fig. 5. A Web-services-based Webapplication design is organized as a three-tier structure: frontend, Web-services integration, and component repository. The
front-end tier represents the interface of the application to
clients. The component-repository tier contains software components that are needed for the application, exposed with
Web-services interfaces. One Web-services-integration tier is
used as a separate layer where components are integrated and
plugged-in.
As shown in Fig. 5, each Web-service component in the
repository exhibits another three-tier structure. Based upon the
typical three-tier architectural model and some most recent Web
technology, such as The Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition
(J2EE) [16], our previous research yielded a Web-application
architecture that is oriented to exposing Web services [44],
[45]. As shown in Fig. 5, the internal architectural model
of the PTA Web service is, in turn, divided into three tiers:
front-end tier, Web-services tier, and back-end tier. Comparing
with the traditional three-tier model, the front-end tier remains
the same; the back-end tier contains the business-logic tier
(i.e., middle tier), as well as the persistent tier (i.e., database
tier); a new Web-service tier is introduced as an independent
tier. The concept of application server in J2EE hides database
details from Web-application developers. Therefore, from a
software developer’s perspective, the traditional middle tier
and the database tier can be combined, thus, to simplify development considerations. The newly introduced Web-service
layer enables a Web-service component to become a selfcontained Web-application system associated with well-defined
Web-services interfaces. The ad hoc industry standard WSDL
[41] is used to define the Web-services interface, and SOAP
is adopted as the information-exchange tool between the Web-

services layer and the front-end and back-end tiers, respectively. To enable higher reusability, the three tiers (front-end,
Web-services, and back-end tiers) of a component could be
independently stored as three types of assets in the component repository, so they can be reused to compose complex
and extensible applications. In practice of this project, for
simplicity, we store the whole three-tier application as one
component.
This hierarchical architectural model facilitates the integration of Web services as components, by providing a joint
point for gluing Web services together. First, the model provides guidance on not only the application development utilizing Web services as components but also the application
development serving as Web-service components. Second, this
architecture implies that the system design starts from the
system requirements’ analysis and transformation into Webservices tier design. Third, this model proposes a practical
Web-services-centered model, which will benefit organizations by accumulating Web-services component repository for
future uses.
Engineering Services-Oriented Applications: Based on the
architectural model and experiences from the case study, we
formed an engineering process of developing Web-servicesbased system. Three essential steps are identified: 1) identify
which Web service to use; 2) use the WSDL specification of
the Web service to develop code to bind the Web service; and
3) use the WSDL specification of the Web service to develop
code to invoke the Web service.
Using our project as an example, the process of engineering a
PTA-based e-payment system starts from elicited requirements.
Instead of starting right away to design every needed component, we started from considering available Web-services
composition. Being aware of the PTA Web service existing in
the component repository, we focused on how to utilize the PTA
Web service. Our strategy was to embed code to access the
PTA Web service according to its interfaces defined in WSDL.
Since the PTA Web service is accessed via SOAP messages, the
e-payment system needs to be able to generate SOAP requests.
Similarly, since the replies from the PTA Web service are in
the format of SOAP messages, the e-payment system needs to
be capable of parsing SOAP replies. In one word, the newly
constructed e-payment systems need to have the ability of
handling SOAP communications.
We further summarized a Web-services-based applicationdevelopment process into three phases, as depicted in Fig. 6.
The initial phase is the collection of requirements, followed
by the formalization of business requirements as a set of Webservice specifications in WSDL. This phase is basically humanintensive but can be facilitated by some WSDL editing tools. In
our project, we wrote our own editor tool to generate WSDL
interfaces.
The second phase contains two parallel development
processes focusing on the front-end and the back-end, respectively. Engineers can work on the two processes independently
and separately, both on the basis of the output of the first
phase as contracts. Tools can provide support for the efficient production of each process. Our previous work yielded
a J2EE-based Web-application code generator (WGenerator)
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Fig. 6.

Web-services-oriented engineering process.

[44], [45], which was used in this project to automatically
generate significant part of code, both in the front-end and the
back-end. The back-end in-memory simulation templates help
generate in-memory back-end support for the front-end tier; so
that, the front-end can be tested independent of the back-end
development. The back-end test case templates help generate
test cases for the back-end tier; so that, the back-end can be
tested separately as well.
The third phase also contains two parallel parts. The first
part contains four steps. The first part is the integration and
deployment of the Web application with normal Web-browser
interfaces. The front-end and back-end tiers are integrated
through the Web-service interfaces. Integration tests are followed accordingly. The second part is the deployment of the
Web application with Web-service interfaces, together with the
corresponding Web-service test. This part can be extended from
the test of the back-end tier directly. Fourth is the management
of services. These four steps complete a life cycle of a solution
development.
The second part is to expose some back-end functionalities
as Web services, which, in general, is composed of five steps:
1) identify the functionalities to be turned into a Web service;
2) define the interfaces of the Web service; and 3) organize
internal implementation of the Web services.
V. U SE C ASE D ISCUSSIONS
Project Efforts Analysis: Table I summarizes the efforts that
we spent on each task throughout the case study. As shown in
Table I, in the first stage of end-to-end integration stage, we
performed two tasks in building a PTA service into two legacy
e-payment systems. In the first task, we did not consider much
of the reusability aspect, and we took a lot of time gathering
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and eliciting requirements for a PTA service. It took two-person
months. The second task is similar to the first task, so some
development time was saved. However, it took time to refractor
the PTA service into a component. As a result, the time spent
was the same as that for the first one.
Tasks 3–6 belong to stage two—Web-services-enabled stage:
all four tasks built a Web-services-enabled PTA service for
four legacy e-payment systems divided in three categories.
Building time for the first e-payment system in each category was the same as two-person months. The reason is that
for each e-payment system, constructing different facades of
the PTA service took almost the same time to adjust to the
specific requirements and environments of each category of
e-payment system. Meanwhile, the time spent on the trial of
Web-services technology was also significant. Thus, the efforts
were almost the same as those spent in the first stage. The building time for the second e-payment system decreased to half due
to reuse.
Tasks 7–12 belong to stage three—Web-services-oriented
stage, after a PTA Web service was built. Three tasks (i.e., tasks
7–9) enable three legacy e-payment systems to utilize the PTA
Web service, and the other three tasks (i.e., tasks 10–12) built
the PTA Web-service invocation engine in three newly built
e-payment systems. The time spent on the former three tasks
was one-person month, and the time spent on the latter three
tasks was three-person weeks. We can see that, after the PTA
Web service was created, the time spent on building the engine
in e-payment systems dropped significantly.
From our case study, we also observed that the lack of
standardization and a structural model of Web-services-based
SOA and a Web-services-oriented engineering process prevented quick adaptation and slowed down the transition toward
a Web-services-based SOA within an enterprise application.
Rather than a one-step direct transition, the process exhibits a
sequence of three stages: end-to-end integration stage, Webservices-enabled stage, and Web-services-oriented stage. As
we discussed in the case study, each stage is triggered by
the introduction and acceptance of a new architectural model.
Meanwhile, each stage is characterized by an architecturalmodel adoption curve. The overlay of multiple adoption curves
defines the overall adoption of SOA.
As of now, we find ourselves in both the Web-servicesenabled stage and Web-services-oriented stage, which is defined by a relatively quick adoption cycle, but realizes only
a portion of the possible benefits. For some of the deployed
e-payment systems, it is likely that we will still stay in the
second stage due to the consideration of decreasing budget and
time. For the new e-payment projects and some deployed systems with additional budgets, we will adopt the Web-servicesoriented strategy.
Experiences and Lessons Learnt: Based upon the experiences gathered from the project, we will now answer the
research questions that we raised at the beginning of the case
study.
Beneﬁts from adopting the concept of Web services: At
each stage of this project, we analyzed the issues and challenges with which we faced and examined what solutions the
concept of Web services can provide. As shown in our case
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TABLE I
EFFORTS SPENT ON EACH TASK OF THE CASE STUDY

study, the concept of Web services helps us solve all the
problems. Here, we will summarize the benefits that the concept
of Web services brought to our project in the following six
aspects: 1) service integration; 2) testing; 3) maintainability;
4) security; 5) reusability; and 6) central management.
1) Service integration: In the first phase, a PTA service
is embedded in every specific e-payment application;
therefore, the PTA service has low reusability. In the
second phase, every PTA service generally possesses the
same service APIs; therefore, the reusability is higher
for the similar types of supportive e-payment systems.
However, since each PTA service is customized to specific e-payment system, its ubiquity is limited. In the
third phase, the PTA service is implemented as a Web
service. Its functionality is defined and fixed at the very
beginning, and the communication interface between the
PTA Web service and the e-payment system is also predefined. Therefore, the integration between the PTA Web
service and an e-payment system is easy and simple. In
addition, the PTA Web service can be considered as a
reusable asset that can be combined with other components in ways not conceived by the originators. Developers will benefit from new applications being developed
more quickly as a result of these kinds of reusable Web
services.
2) Testing: In our case study, we examined the feasibility
to perform testing in different stages. In the first phase,
since the PTA functionality is embedded into each individual e-payment system, reusability of test cases of
PTA functionality is limited. In the second phase, each
PTA-enabled e-payment exhibits the same PTA service
interface; thus, testing cases for the PTA service can be
performed upon every system. In the third phase, since
the PTA service is constructed into a PTA Web service

to be shared by every e-payment system, testing over the
PTA service can be conducted at one centralized place
and does not have to be repeated over every e-payment
system. Therefore, Web-services-based SOA facilitates
the testing process.
3) Maintainability: In the first phase, since the PTA service
has high coherence with the integrated e-payment systems, maintenance has to be conducted on each system
basis. In the second phase, since the only difference
between different PTA services exist in the different
invocations over corresponding e-payment systems, some
changes on one PTA-service case can be easily deployed
to other PTA-service cases. In the third stage, since
all PTA-service instances are managed in a centralized
manner, maintenance becomes much easier.
4) Security: The separation of a Web service from its invocation environment enhances security. As in our case study,
each e-payment system has its own security protection.
Isolating the PTA service as a Web service and placing
it on a separate server adds one more layer of security
safeguard to the sensitive information contained in the
PTA Web service as well as e-payment systems.
5) Reusability: In the first stage, the code of the PTA service
is tightly coupled with corresponding e-payment systems;
therefore, its reusability is limited to low-level functional
segments. In the second stage, the reusability of the PTA
service extends to the whole service component if the
invocation environment (i.e., the e-payment system) is the
same. However, reusability is limited to manual installation and redeployment of the PTA-service component.
In the third stage, the PTA service is implemented as a
self-contained Web service. Each e-payment system can
independently invocate its service. Moreover, since the
PTA Web service is accessible via XML-based SOAP
messages, an e-payment system implemented using
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different languages and running on different platforms
can still reuse the same service.
6) Central management: In the first stage, any change to
the PTA service has to be applied to every PTA-service
instance that needs it. In the second stage, changes to
a category of PTA service can be applied once and
redeployed to the same category of integrated e-payment
systems. In the third stage, since the PTA service is
implemented as a Web service, any change to the PTA
service only has to be conducted at the PTA Web-service
site once and be applied to every e-payment system that
uses the PTA Web service.
Necessity of Web-services-based SOA: A Web-servicesoriented application development is twofold: 1) develop an
application utilizing Web services as components and 2) build
an application that exposes part or all of the functionalities as
Web services. The first style focuses on quickly incorporating
existing Web services into new applications; the second style
focuses on building reusable Web services for future uses. As
we illustrated in our case study, a new architectural model will
facilitate Web-services-oriented Web-application development
and Web-services construction.
From our case study, we found that our Web-servicesbased SOA model has the following four merits that facilitate
Web engineering: 1) developer roles; 2) return on investment;
3) code mobility; and 4) parallelism in development.
1) Developer Roles: Our architectural model enforces layered development, i.e., development is distributed to
multiple teams. Each team has a set of specific roles
identified for developers, with each role requiring a set
of skills. For instance, the service layer needs developers
that have experience in data formats, business logic,
persistence mechanisms, and transaction control. A frontend developer has to be familiar with the technologies
such as JSP, HTML, and Struts tags. To the extent that
developers can specialize, they will excel at their craft in a
particular layer of the application. Lower-level developers
can be assigned to focus on specific development tasks.
For example, an architect was in charge of designing
the service layer and the integration at the service layer,
while a JSP developer was assigned to the front-end
development task.
2) Return on Investment: The isolation of the Web-service
layer and the engineering of the service layer has the
benefit of a better return on the investment made in the
Web-application development. Our case study examined
two options to implement the PTA service. First was developing the PTA service to be embedded into e-payment
applications; second was developing the PTA service as
a separate Web service. Our case study shows that the
latter Web-services solution outlives the original application life cycle. In our project, the constructed PTA Web
service has been reused for newly developed e-payment
systems without individual changes and redeployment.
As shown in Table I, excluding the experiences earned
along with the list of tasks, the efforts of establishing a
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customized PTA service was decreased from the original
two-person months to 0.75-person months.
3) Code Mobility: The separation of the Web-services layer
offers location transparency; therefore, code mobility becomes a reality. The lookup and dynamic binding between the PTA service and an e-payment service means
that the client does not care where the Web service is
located. Therefore, the client has the flexibility to move
services to different machines or to move a service to an
external provider.
4) Parallelism in Development: The benefit of multiple
layers means that multiple developers can work on those
layers in parallel and independently. Developers communicate using interface contracts at the start of a project
and are able to create their parts independently of one
another.
Pathway of transforming to a Web-services-based SOA:
As shown in the case study, due to budget and time-frame
requirements, transformation from an application-oriented architecture to a Web-services-based SOA normally cannot be
realized in one step. Instead, a three-stage pathway is more
realistic: 1) end-to-end integration; 2) Web-services-enabled
stage; and 3) Web-services-oriented stage. This pathway can be
applied to other projects and organizations for guiding a smooth
transformation.
From this case study, we learned that the code modularization and code-by-interface are two critical strategies that
facilitate Web-services identification and construction. If the
code is well designed following the common object-oriented
approach considering information hiding and encapsulation
(e.g., different modules only communicate with each other via
message passing), it is easier to transform some functionalities
of an application into Web services. Meanwhile, another objectoriented design strategy of design-by-interface [3] was proved
to be highly valuable in our case study. To a certain degree,
changing a component into a Web service implies changing its
interface definition into one that is defined using Web-services
definition language (e.g., WSDL). Therefore, if a component
is well designed and developed with clear interface definitions,
changing it into a Web service becomes much easier.
The wrapper and mediator design patterns [11] were proved
to be practical in our case study. These two patterns help
to identify what needs to be placed into the administration
component and what needs to be left in the generic PTA-service
component. They help us promote loose coupling between the
administration component and individual PTA services, thus,
enhance the flexibility and usability of the PTA service.
Limitations: In this case study, we adopted a narrow definition of Web services, which has an implicit assumption that
Web services means SOAP + WSDL + UDDI. This definition
reflects only the functionality of Web services. Most stakeholders, however, now agree that it is imperative for successful
Web services to be trustworthy, which require much broader
attributes such as reliability, security, trust, fault tolerance, and
orchestration [43]. There are several ongoing efforts aiming at
addressing these aspects. For example, two software-industry
giants, IBM and Microsoft, combine their efforts and propose
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WS-Security [40] standard, which can be used to accommodate
a wide range of security models and encryption technologies.
For another example, BEA, IBM, and Microsoft’s Business
Process Execution Language for Web Services [5] is a programming abstraction that allows developers to compose multiple
synchronous and asynchronous Web services into an end-toend business flow. However, as aforementioned, the goal of this
case study was to build a PTA Web service that can be used by
different e-payment systems, which was the first step toward a
real Web-services-oriented e-payment system. Therefore, this
case study focused on exploring a way to turn part of the
functionalities of a system into a Web service. In other words,
in this project, we did not consider how to make the PTA Web
service trustworthy. Toward our ultimate goal of turning the
entire e-payment system into a Web service, we will have to
weave in considerations about trustworthiness attributes.
It should also be noted that, for our Web-services-enabled architectural model (i.e., shown in Fig. 4) to work, it is necessary
that the e-payment applications that rely on the PTA service
are aware of the “ontology” used by the PTA Web service
defined in WSDL. In other words, every e-payment application
using the PTA Web service will be coded in such a way that
it knows the names of the operations and their associated
parameter types. This is, as a matter of fact, the limitations of
the WSDL; there are ongoing efforts in the area of semantic
Web-enabled services aiming at providing means for relaxing
this “common ontology” assumption [22]. However, this case
study did not consider the semantic meaning of Web-services
interfaces.
New Research Issues Revealed: Our case study reveals a
new research issue regarding Web-services construction. The
literature of current efforts on creating a Web service focuses
on how to build its functionality, how to define its interfaces
using standard WSDL, how to compose it using other published
Web-service components, how to publish it, and so on [5],
[6], [9], [14], [15], [22], [30]. In other words, these efforts
imply that the process of constructing a Web service is one that
defines the interfaces of a Web application using specific Webservices description languages (e.g., WSDL) and publishes it
using standard language (e.g., UDDI). Our case study points
out that, to enable a Web service to serve different users simultaneously, the Web service itself has to weave in considerations,
such as parallel processing and load balancing. Although these
requirements exist for generous Web-application systems, the
current technologies do not carry sufficient facilities to support
them in the context of Web services. For example, since Web
services are hosted by corresponding service providers and
are executed through remote invocation via the Internet, load
balancing of Web services has to consider dynamic availability
and reliability of Web services. These issues apparently require
further research efforts.
In addition, to enhance the usability of a Web service for
different users, the Web service should have a certain degree
of flexibility to serve different users. Our solution was to build
into our PTA Web service as an administration module, so
that, the PTA service can be configurable and customizable
for different organizations. However, considering that this configuration and customization requirements might be applica-

ble to a lot of Web services, maybe it should be considered
and designed in a more generic way. In other words, we
predict that a generic Web-services platform, which is analogous to the application-server platform to Web applications
[23], should be established as a common running environment
for Web services. This Web-services platform should provide
system-level utilities, such as load balancing, configuration, and
customization.
As our PTA Web service is used by multiple e-payment
systems, it appeared that, at some peak traffic time, the PTA
Web service had too heavy load, and its availability was lowered
down for some registered organizations. Although our PTA
Web service included a load-balancing component, it seemed
that a single instance of the Web service could not afford the
heavy loads. Our solution was to provide a repository of multiple PTA Web-service instances to support increasing service
requests. Therefore, our case study points out a new research
issue of Web services. Since a Web service is a published Web
application that can be searched and used by any application on
the Internet, it has to consider how to maintain its availability
during heavy request loads. One possible solution is to automatically breed new instances of the Web service when needed
and automatically annihilate unnecessary ones. However, how
to effectively and efficiently monitor and manage dynamically
generated Web-service instances remains a challenge.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
It has been extensively accepted that applying the concepts of Web services and SOA in business-to-business (B2B)
applications leads to the future of business on Internet.
However, how to adapt the traditional application-oriented
software-engineering methodologies to the services-oriented
paradigm remains a challenge [27].
Radeka [29] reports experience in implementing a Webservice project in 90 days. Four elements are identified
as critical aspects for delivering a successful Web-service
project: scenarios, business-process modeling, carefully scoped
components, and a flexible architecture- and standards-based
interfaces. Sikka [34] also identifies open challenges for
services-oriented data management: Web-service technology,
model-driven development methodology, and service platform.
Kim et al. [19] conclude that B2B framework standards can
facilitate interoperability. Lee et al. [20] emphasize the importance of securing e-Business systems and reviewed current
techniques and standards for securing knowledge-management
systems.
A variety of research work has been conducted to expedite and automate the development of services-oriented Web
applications. Architecture-based or so-called model-driven
methodology has been used to simplify and automate the development of Web applications. Many researchers and practitioners have been focusing on extending existing models
to serve Web services-specific features. Brambilla et al. [4]
report an industrial experience in using Web services to integrate both data- and process-intensive Web applications.
Their work focuses on visual modeling and declarative description of integration of traditional data sources with Web
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services. Proposing a set of primitives, they extend the Web
modeling language to model Web-services-oriented integration.
Quartel et al. [27] propose a conceptual model for serviceoriented design, applying a modeling language: interaction
system-design language derived from distributed computing.
Stojanovic et al. [36] propose an SOA modeling and design
approach based upon a concept of “service component” and
UML modeling language. Ganesh et al. [12] propose a multitier SOA-based framework-supporting multiple channels. In
contrast with their work focusing on conceptual modeling,
our project proposes a practical services-oriented architectural
model to guide the design and development of services-oriented
Web applications. We used our own code generator (WGenerator) [44], [45] to generate services-oriented code.
Yang [42] proposes a concept of “service component” for
Web-services composition and specialization. A service component contains two parts: interface specification and construction specification. While his work presents an abstract approach
for specifying service components for using as a packaging
mechanism for Web-services composition, this paper focuses
on how to turn an existing component into a services-enabled
component.
From the loosely coupling requirement of Web-servicesbased design, Pasley [25] conclude that a WSDL-first approach
should be utilized for Web-services development. Our approach
starts from analyzing business requirements and design Webservices interfaces. Therefore, our method matches Pasley’s
proposal.
Shaiva [33] proposes a services-oriented adaptivecomponent architecture, which utilizes an “adapter” mechanism to support adaptive services-oriented components. An
iterative approach is proposed to realize a phased migration
of legacy systems. Comparing to their work, we use an
autonomous administration module inside of the PTA Web
service to allow dynamic user adaptation.
Wieringa et al. [39] propose design guidelines on functional decomposition toward modular Web-services architecture. Papazoglou and Yang [24] propose functional- and
nonfunctional-service-design guidelines for Web services and
business processes. In their methodology, a business process
is defined as a set of collaborative Web services. However,
although there are a variety of principles about Web-servicesoriented design and development, there lacks widely accepted
design frameworks and architectural models.
Quartel et al. [27] propose a generic services-oriented design approach, which identifies generic design milestones and
assessing design conformance at different abstraction granularities. Four stages are identified: business-process specification, application-service specification, application-service
design, and application-service implementation. Contrasting to
their work, our three-stage approach illustrates to a practical
pathway migrating an application-oriented design to servicesoriented design. In addition, while their work proposes a
generic services-oriented design approach, our work proposes
an architectural model to guide a feasible services-oriented
design illustrated in an industrial case study.
Zhang and Yang [49] propose an approach in exposing
legacy-system functionality as Web services. Their approach
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contains four steps: 1) service identification; 2) legacy-system
understanding; 3) agglomerative-clustering analysis; and
4) service packaging and integration. Their work focuses on
automatically extracting functionalities from legacy systems as
publishable Web services; this paper focuses on how to build
new functionalities as Web services so that legacy systems can
be left intact.
There is also numerous literature reporting experiences and
lessons from building systems using SOA. Dang et al. [7]
report experience in building Tele-Immersion, a teleconferencing system using SOA. Baglietto et al. [2] report experience in deploying services-oriented technology in business
communities. They both report business-requirement analysis
and a tuned architecture to support stepwise deployment. Shan
report experience in constructing an SOA-based online e-bank
system. Rabhi et al. [28] report experiences of building an
SOA-based application for capital market. In contrast to their
case studies on applying SOA to design a new system, this paper focuses on exploring a practical way to migrate an existing
system to an SOA-enabled system. In addition, we explore an
architectural model that guides the migration and development.
Finally, our previous research yields a two-tier model-viewcontroller (MVC) architecture (TTMVC) for Web-application
development [44], [45]. Utilizing the popular MVC paradigm
for each application tier from the G front-end to the back-end
components and databases, our TTMVC clearly abstracts an
object-oriented component-layered structure for Web applications. This structured architecture provides a foundation for the
automatic code generation of Web applications. However, our
previous architecture was tailored for stand-alone Web applications and does not support Web services. The overlapping
on action layer between the front-end and back-end limits the
reusability of the back-end system as a Web service. In addition,
our previous architecture does not leave the space for out-ofshelf third-party Web services to be plugged in applications.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a real-life industrial case study
over an on-going project concerned with the design and development of a PTA Web service for online e-payment applications. In accordance with how a PTA service is developed
and integrated with the corresponding e-payment system, our
strategies can be categorized in three stages: end-to-end integration stage, Web-services-enabled stage, and Web-servicesoriented stage. Derived from real-world industrial experiences,
this three-stage pathway can be applied to a broad range of
Web applications to guide smooth transformation from an
application-oriented design and development model toward
a Web-services-oriented model. Furthermore, the case study
contributes an engineering process that leads to practical Webservices-oriented software development. New research issues
revealed by our case study are also reported.
We plan to continue to enhance our Web-services-based
SOA. Our future work will be focused on working toward an
engineering process on the basis of our architectural model
and constructing a system environment where all aspects of
our architecture-based development are supported. The ultimate
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goal of our future work intends to provide efficient production
of Web-services-supported Web applications. In addition, we
plan to investigate rapidly integrating application-service components through advanced Web-services discovery and optimal
composition technology [48].
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